April 8, 2012

Eklund-Gomes Group of Prudential Douglas
Elliman Announces Five New Hires
Fredrik Eklund and John Gomes Gear Up For the Spring 2012 Selling Season

New York, NY - Fredrik Eklund, managing director and John Gomes, executive vice president
of the Eklund-Gomes Group at Prudential Douglas Elliman, announced today that five new
brokers have joined their team, and in addition, have four new seats opening at Elliman's
TriBeCa office.
"New developments are back this year, and we [Eklund-Gomes] are preparing to launch three
projects, which will require a talented and dedicated team," stated Eklund, also a main cast
member of Bravo's "Million Dollar Listing New York."
The Eklund-Gomes Group's new team members include:
· Hunie Kwon, who was already with Elliman and actually hired Eklund nine years ago
· Jane Calvin, formerly of Corcoran
· Rosaria (Sara) DiMaggio, formerly of Cantor-Pecarella, Inc.
· Brian Kelley, also from Corcoran
· Genifer Lancaster, also of Elliman
"As a result of the exposure of the show, we are growing organically and are able to add on more
members to the team," said Gomes. "We are looking to hire experienced sales agents who can
work with buyers [and sellers] in the luxury sector not only in TriBeca but throughout New York
City."
Recently, the Eklund-Gomes Group also debuted the team's new website - EklundGomes.com an interactive space to promote their particular brand of service and serves as a platform for the
team's exceptional portfolio of properties, and also reflects their commitment to creativity and
entrepreneurship.
Responsible for nearly $2 billion in sales over the past 8 years, the Eklund-Gomes Group was
ranked as one of Elliman's top 10 teams in Manhattan (by gross commission) in 2011.

For more information on the Eklund-Gomes Group, please call (212) 321-7154 or visit the
website at www.EklundGomes.com.
About Eklund-Gomes Group
Led by Fredrik Eklund, managing director and John Gomes, executive vice president of
Prudential Douglas Elliman, the Eklund-Gomes Group joined Elliman in 2010 and in only one
year, was ranked as one of Elliman's top 10 teams in Manhattan, by gross commission, in 2011.
Responsible for nearly $2 billion in sales over the past eight years, the team continues to grow
and be one of Manhattan's leading teams. For more information visit the team's website at
www.eklundgomes.com.

